Viewscape
Windows are an integral part of every building. More than just an opening to the outside world, a quality window system enhances an architectural facade as well as the interior design. Moreover, a quality window
system works to shield the contents of a building, protecting it from
external elements.
BLK understands the importance of a robust window system in adding
to the aesthetic and functional values of a building. With over 30 years
experience in construction, BLKs long standing list of repeat clientele is
a testament to its quality in construction and professionalism of service.
Our window systems uphold and reafﬁrm this quality assurance. Each
window system is a product of highest quality inputs coupled with uncompromised craftsmanship.
In partnership with the world-leading REHAU brand, BLK capitalises on
REHAUs 50 years of global leadership in window systems. From design
to installation, REHAUs precision in details and extensive international
expertise in producing highly customised window systems add to the
many reasons why REHAU is the top choice in window systems around
the world.
BLKs philosophy combined with REHAU s ideology distinguish Viewscape
from other window systems. So make the smart choice, select Viewscape windows and doors.

Selection of the right window
system can alter your perception about the building, the space
within and the space beyond. B.L.
Kashyap & Sons (BLK), one of the
most powerful forces in the Indian
construction industry, understands
the need to make the right choice
in window systems.
At BLK, quality is at the forefront
of all business decisions to ensure customer satisfaction. This
consistent effort in all areas of
growth underlies its partnership
with REHAU, the global innovator
in polymer solutions.
Together with REHAU, BLK
brings to you Viewscape uPVC
windows that offer unmatched quality and performance.

The beneﬁts of Viewscape windows and doors made from REHAU proﬁles are more than just good looks. Get
clued in on what to look out for, to have peace of mind and a beautiful home.

Dust- and water-proofing
Trivial aspects such as the sealing are thoughtfully designed to achieve
excellent air and water tightness in order to keep dust and rain water out
of your home so your time is spent on more important things.

Sound insulation
Quality windows coupled with quality installation ensure sound insulation
of the windows and doors. With Viewscape window systems and suitable
glazing, sound insulation up to 40 dB is achieveable.

Rust-proofing
Our uPVC proﬁle is rust-proof and resistant to atmospheric pollution including a range
of acids and alkalis.

Colourfastness
‘

Our uPVC s special formulation for external use gives excellent resistance to weathering
and ageing. Many REHAU installations worldwide have been in use for over 25 years
without signs of deterioration.

High wind load
Our window proﬁles come with multi-chamber designed for optimal reinforcement. Together with a wide range of supplementary proﬁles, Viewscape windows are suitable for
high wind load application and for high-rise buildings.

Heat insulation
REHAUs uPVC, used in our window systems, is an inherently stable material with poor
heat conductivity properties. Our window system is specially formulated to suit extreme
climates and can even be installed in regions experiencing up to 180kcal/cm2 per year
radiation level.

Enhanced security
Windows don‘t just let light in; they can also make you vulnerable to intruders. Have
security for your family and property in mind when choosing windows. Viewscape windows come with security measures built in. Positioned through the centre of the sash
proﬁle, the Eurogroove is designed to provide a strong positioning for multi-locking hardware and greater resistance to forced entry.

Ease of maintenance
Viewscape windows are made of highly durable uPVC, so they are extremely resistant to
pollution, diluted acids and alkalis. They require no maintenance and can be cleaned with
appropriate standard household cleaners.

An innovation for every
home, Viewscape
windows
offer
unrivalled
form
and
function.
Adding to the cleanline design is the smooth
gloss finish that offers
years of lasting appeal.

Window Maintenance tips
Smooth Operation: To ensure longevity, moving
parts are recommended to be periodically lubricated. Only a trained window installer has the skill to
make the necessary adjustment.

frequently enough to allow moist air out and fresh air
in. If you have tilt-and-turn windows, a room can be
ventilated by leaving the windows in tilt position for a
few minutes.

Ventilation: Viewscape window systems are designed to close at optimal tightness and save energy.
So your new windows will be considerably better
sealed and if they are double glazed will, under
normal circumstances, prevent condensation.

Cleaning: Slightly dirty frames can be cleaned with warm
water and household washing detergent. Extremely dirty
frames should be cleaned with our special cleaning ﬂuid.

However, where humidity levels are high, condensation may occur on cold surface in the room. This
can easily be counteracted with correct ventilation. Windows should be opened on a daily basis

Abrasive cleaners as well as dry cleaning with a duster should be avoided. Cleaning solutions and polishes that contain solvent or thinner should not be used.
Aggresive chemicals like these will attack the window
frame and seals.

BLK LIFESTYLE LIMITED is a fully owned subsidiary of B.L.Kashyap & Sons Limited. BLK, as it is popularly known, is one of India s most respected construction and urban infrastructure company. Its service
portfolio extends across construction of factories, manufacturing facilities, IT campuses, commercial and
residential complexes, malls and hotels. BLKs huge success stems from a perfect synchronisation of man
and machine, working together to create masterpieces of infrastructure.
‘

BLK has a proud heritage of working with the best Indian and multinational companies like GlaxoSmithKline,
Fortis, Escorts, Motorola, Maruti, Hindustan Times, The Taj Group of Hotels, Oberoi Hotels, Embassy, Mantri
„
and Brigade. Today, BLKs positioning as the “one-stop shop for providing solutions for all construction
needs adds to its eminence.
Consistent with the adopted pattern of synergies in growth, the subsidiary, BLK Lifestyle provides complete interior solutions. Its expertise lies in providing corporate ﬁt-out services and manufacture and sale
of related interior products. The anatomy of a building is just open space; it is the interiors that deﬁne its
ambience and characteristic. Thus, at BLK Lifestyle, the success of a project is measured by its ability to
envision the individual needs of the clients, to transform their dream spaces to magical realities; realities
that are a true representation of the company or the individual, as the case maybe.

Call us today...
BLK Lifestyle Limited
B-1 Extn. / E-23, Mohan Co-Op. Industrial Estate
Mathura Road, New Delhi 110 044, India
Tel : +91 (0)11 4050-0300
Fax : +91 (0)11 4050-0333
Email : info@blklifestyle.com

REHAU New Delhi
88, 2nd Floor, Furniture Block
Kirti Nagar, New Delhi 110 015, India
Tel : +91 (0)11 4504-4702 / 709
Fax : +91 (0)11 2592-3148
Email : sondel@rehau.com

Our verbal and written advice relating to technical applications is based on experience and is to the best of our knowledge correct but is given without obligation. The use of REHAU products in conditions that are beyond our control or for applications other than those specified releases us from any obligation in regard to claims made in respect of the products.
We recommend that the suitability of any REHAU product for intended application should be checked. Utilization and processing of our products are beyond our control and are
therefore exclusively your responsibility. In the event that a liability is nevertheless considered, any compensation will be limited to the value of the goods supplied by us and used by
you. Our warranty assumes consistent quality of our products in accordance with our specification and in accordance with our general conditions of sale.
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